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Home theatre from the Oxford collection, in matt fi nish and with an intermediate fl oor for the 
library, completed with an elegant staircase and wrought iron balustrade.

Home theatre
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Today a classical value project means, for us, to take progressive technologies on service of 
historical handcraft tradition: from 60’s the Turati factory became synonymous of culture and 
developing of boiserie. The company, in addition to furnishing accessories, creates integral 
solutions for prestigious and luxury buildings.



Work in progress
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The value of tradition.
The perfect matching between 
elegance models which forged and 
moulded history.  
A project from the past to the 
future style.

OXFORD collection
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Current thought. Past and present, 
style and modern taste 
mixed together for a new house 
rich in character and updated at 
the same time.

MILANO collection
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Enough space for any idea. 
Ambiences designed in the light 
of image and customisation, a style 
which does not give up luxury, 
elegance and fashion.

CAMBRIDGE collection
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Eclectic style and bon-ton. Looking 
for new shapes and contents 
as well as trendy classic 
furnishing. Exclusive interiors 
where mixed styles and cultures 
lead to redifined ambiences.

FIRENZE collection
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arredamento orientata 

The new house tich in emotions. A 
furnishing philosophy oriented to 
the classic furnishing unit tradition. 
Creative solutions in balance
between elegance and function.

VERSAILLES collection
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Evergreen classic. Furnishing poposals 
starting form tradition, with fine inlay, 
to furnish the house according to each 
personal style and unique requirements.

DELFI collection
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Turati Boiseries presents the new Luxor 
model which, joined to the previous, 
is completing the wide production range.

LUXOR collection
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Lacquered walk-in closet from the Oxford collection is provided with all the modern 
accessories, yet it doesn’t give up any of its class.  The central pouf is available in any size.

  Walk-in closet
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Walk-in closet in walnut fi nish with central element supported by half-columns that also act 
as partition, using the available space.

  Walk-in closet
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Offi ce from the Oxford collection, also available in 6 other models

  Offi ce



Elegant classic personnel office, with perimeter wainscoting and the Louis XV desk in bois 
de rose, SCR009.
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  Office 
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  Walk-in closet

soggetto centrale variabile vetri cattedrali rilegati in piombo 
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  Writing desk and reception

 retro



 

desk with extension 25
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  Doors
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Kitchen from the Versailles collection, also available in 6 other models

  Kitchen
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  Style’s details

TUR01

semi-glossy antique fi nished 

TUR02

semi-glossy antique fi nished 
cherrywood 

TUR03

semi-glossy antique fi nished 
mahogany 

TUR04

semi-glossy antique fi nished 
L.D. walnut 

TUR05

scraped walnut

TUR07

white and ivory lacquering 

TUR08

monoglossy white lacquering

TUR08 + ORO

monoglossy white lacquering 
+ gold 

TUR09
 

/ ivory lacquering and white 
glossy fi nishing 

TUR10

glossy green dye 

TUR11

gold yellow black scraped 

TUR13

white lacquered brown 
scraped effect

TUR15

silver leaf light patina
 

TUR16

pearl whitel laquered

TUR17

grey black scraped   

TUR00

lacquered on demand

RAL   

Colours

  Wooden and colours

N.B.:  I colori dei legni e delle laccature presenti in questo  
 catalogo sono suscettibili delle variazioni di stampa.  
 Fa fede il campionario dell’azienda.

Please note:  Wood colours and fi nishes in the catalogue 
 are not binding. 
 The company catalogue only is to be considered 
 the real evidence.


